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THE FREN{OI\*T STRTET EXPERIEÌ\CE
Ciry* ol!g¡ Vegas and the Fremont Screet Experience Limited
Liabilitv. compa,ny (FSELLC) put in modon the creadon of a'unique arracrion
as the.stimulus for revitalizatioñ of Dcirvrrorvn. The objective ivas ro give lorm

Iq l?.?Z,the

to a lively commercial and entertainment center.

The historic image of Fremont Sreet has been rhat oî a sreet of tight This
gnage !a¡ graced post cards. movie scenes. and peoples'minds. If is elsence of
the rvorld's impression of Las vegas. It is the spirk-rvhich is norv being used to

I/1

t.urn_on a new sensory experience, e.rtending the vitaliqv

of Fremont sreer into
mall area has been vierved as rwo planes of
exhilarating illurnination (the c¿sinos) and trvo planes of darkness (thè sky and
the ground). The nerv idea is simply to wrap thé entire a¡ea in right. souná, and
the.Twenty-tìrst Centur,v,

ft.

motion; to complere a stupendous piosceniuin as a grand stage foi urban rhearer.
The Fre.mont Streei E.rperier¡ce consisrs
rJre

of five componenrs: ¡he Celesilal þ'auk.
Light and sound sllorr', mall improvemenrs. a þarking,'rerail strucrure. and

ongoing special events.

DEsIGN CONTEXT

CELESTIAL VAUUT
stretching-sope 1,400 feet arong.Fremlnt from Fourth to Main sueets, the
celestial vault creates the impres-sion of a spectacular,'Foyerìo thË casinos."

to nearty.too
in'height, t¡e vãuirliìuppoí.å å"är, slender
corunns fpaced about {ry^t
200 feet apart. The vat¡It is an ãrching web of delicate
structural members supporting ã lanice covered wittr tigirìi. The lattice
is
paftially Eanspa¡enÌ to proviae ãa¡ime shade uut p..*ii trrä"ãn"ålà"w of air.
m earty evem-ng the dappledshade-of day gradually gives way to fust, the
ap.parent-twinkle of srars.i¡ the early eve-niig, an¿ itrËn to thã sfectacre
of
brilliant illumination at night.

T:i$

LIGHT AND SOLTND SHOTV
The Light and Sound Show has been conceived as a sensory experience
of
ilnpressions, appearing ou.rn."¿ i, ã ü"rìét o"i'Àou.o,"o,,
:fI:-:Tl
iltri:rt
lnterachon' sound, and effect to entertain and amaze. presented
nightly, the
Ligùt and sound show is
in its siate
rù;ii:'-ä
.n-rãroó.j, iu
impressive
audience in swi¡ls of illumination and sound us it prays
"oã rcroíi iö
"iï"o.h"u"y
on the Vault's surface, appe:aring and disappearing
ii
ilig!: it" 11lge-s
lqReur
accompg._¿.u.y
music and audio'éffectsl Fuily coitoüeãby
:sI -or I¡ght
technology, the Light and Sound Show presentation'can be readil!

:.9T¡,"1._.
vaned to

rncorporate special themes and promotio-nal events.

A coocert

haú

qualuy souncl._system.enhances the sensory experience as sound and
music
punctuare the illumination effects.

MALL iMPROVEMENTS

.

Fremont street has become the exclusive province of people as a pedesEian
mall; vehicula¡ trafñc no longer impedes rhá fretfú;"fplrü;t iil lmong the
casinos. This new environñent cðmprises ipatterned Ëroun¿ plane accented

by shimmering granules plus landscaping ana räuif

;i;;.it..

-

''-.-

PARKJNG/RETAIL STRU CTURE

parkins Ã
Iirpõ;;.å;ü8 \,

The eastern er.d or rhe Fremont street Experience is anchored by a new

:truclng çe¡¡¡ining

1,400 spaces plus stéet level retail

.p"...

lourth. steet, implemented by the city simultaneous wu rne Fremont street
Expertence, lacilrtate convenient access from the Srip to the downtown
and
readily available patking.

SPECIAL EVENTS

S €{.,r.ire

special events schedule

lr-1e^:ntertarqenrcomplements

of festivals, holiday cerebrarions, and

The Fremont street Experiá¿ce. unden¡¿ritten

Þy the. participating hotel/casinos, rhese special eïents

entert¿rnaent context of the spectacular com¡nércial complex.

will

exoand the

DESIGN CONTEXT
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The Fremonf Slreef Experience is located in the

historical heart of gaming in Las Vegas

URBAN CONTEXT PLAN
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The Fremonf Sfreef Experience is a pedestrian mall
extending from Main Street to Las Vegas Boulevard

MALL LEVEL PIAN
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The Celestial Vault frames The Fremonf S/reef Experience

ROOF PI,.AN

The Fremont Street Experience represents a nerv vision in the on-going
evolution of rhe historic heart of Nevada gaming. The physical character of
Fremont Sreet has changed over rime, formed early on by modest buildings,
augmented by ever increasingly elaborate graphic identifìcations, made more
notable with the addition of high-rise towers, and now enhanced by the
inclusion of a unifying element -- the celestial vault. The spirit of evolurion that
has characterized Fremont Street is its basic strength, an experimentation and
e.rploration spirit that results in a continual variery of experiences. This crireria
is i¡tended to reinforce that spirit of evolution by outlining a series of goals to
underpin the next generation of enhancing additions to the environment.
Design proposals that reinforce the following goals will make positive
conrributions to the Fremont Srreet Experience.

l.

Respect the historic development of the Fremont Süeet mall area
as the iconographic

4.t
-!

capital of gaming in America.

Encourage distinct figurarive development of signage and lighting
in concert with The Fremont Street Experieace, specifically the
illuminatioo show compoaent.

Funher en¡ich the concept of the "Foyer to the Casinos."
,t

l.

Profoundly activate the u¡ban envi¡onment and, specifìcally, the
srreet edge.

Der.elop urban design strategies related to the following specific
focus areas of the immediate viciniry:

.

The inrersection of Fremont and ìvfain
Steets.
The Fourth Street corridor development.
lvfid-block focus on Fremont Street berween
Fourth Street and Las Vegas
Boulevard.
The intersection of Fremont Street and Las
Vegas Boulevard

l¿\
9r
,a

t,
6.

i¡
7.

relation to event and performance areas.

Nurn¡¡e the magical ¡mbiance of The Fremont Street E-rperience.

PEDESTRIAN MALL DEVELOPMENT
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The FSELLC has been designated as the reviewing entity for desigrr approval of
building improvements proposed within -a defined Administration A¡ea. The
boundaries of that area are illustrated on the accompanying diagram. In
general, the area extends the length of Fremont Sneet from the east side of Mais
Street to the west side of Las Vegas Boulevard, and on the crossing street
right-of-ways for a disrance of 150' north and south of the Fremont Steet
pedestrian mall. Proposers of construction irnprovements occurring within the
defined area a¡e required to submit designs for approval as stipulated in the
S

UB

MITTAL tu\D COñÍPL IANC E REQ UIREMENTS section..
ADMI N ISTRATI ON AREA DIAGRAM

The pedestrian mall area comprises the most compact com¡nercial disfict within
the Ciry of Las Vegas. The gaming facilities a¡e conveniently adjacent to each
other in iìn organiz¿¡ion that eocourages an individual tO visit several casinos in
a single trip to the downtown. Immediately beyond Fremont SEeet to the north

along Ogden Street are other gaming venues that reinforce the sense of
Downtowu as the historic heart of Nevada gambling. To the south along Carson
Süeet are various civic and commercial facilities.
The th¡ee parallel steets, Fremont, Ogden, and Carson, form a compact ciry
core, with the perpendicular sEeets serving as corutectors and as gateways to
The Fremont Street Experience. Ttie core is comprised of several "districts"
which are intended to have discernible purpose and character. Conceprually, the

districts are identified on the accompanying "DISTRICT CRITERIA
DIAGRATV" on Page 13.
The Fremont Street Experfence adsrinistration area comprises the pedestrian

mall on Fremont Sueet from ñfai¡ Sreet to Las Vegas Boulevard, and extends
north and south ofFremont Street a distance of 150 feet. This Section describes
the purpose of the Fremont Sreet pedestrian mall and its transverse interceptors.

The downtown core comprises two Development Districts and four Design
Focus A¡eas. The attributes of these zones are as follows (numbers correspond
to the designaûons on the "DISTRICT CzuTERLA DIAGR-âuV" ou Page l3).

1.

PEDESTRLAN I{ALL: The heart of the downtown core formed
as the "Foyer to the Casinos;" a pedestrian envi¡onment primarily
covered with a shade lattice, intended to facilitate convenient
passage among the casinos; the urban stage upon which is
presented a spectacular ef illrmi¡¿¡ien and sound. Development
in this District shall conform the criteria stipulated in the Design
criteria Outliue Section.

Z

NORTIVSOUTII DISTRICTS: The gateways to the pedestrian
mall; Main Street, Casino Center Boulevard, Fourth Street, and
Las Vegas Boulevard are vehicle circulation streets; First and

.
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Third Streets are cul-de-sacs for pick-up and drop-offvehicle uses;

the intersections at the pedestrian mall are activity and
performance venues. Development in these Disticts shall conform
the criteria stipulated in the Design criteria Outline Section.
Design Focus Areas have been established as locales of special attention and
function. The attributes of these areas are as follows (numbers conespond to the
desipations on the DISTRICT Criteria DIAGR¡.I\Í).

3.

FREMONT STREETI¡úÄIN STREET INTERSECTION: The
western terminus of the pedestrian mall; framed by the Plaza

DISTRICT CRITERIA

Hotel; view point for fi¡ll vista of Celestial Vault. Development in
this Area shall conform the criteria stipulated in the Design Outline
Section.

4.

FOITRTH STREBT CORRIDOR: Primary access street to downtown from the Strip; enhanced witb landscaping and sidewalk
pavhg; eastem terminus of the Celestial Vault. The portion of the
corridor Cont¡insd within the administration area shall conforrn to
the criteria stipulated in the Desigr Outline Section.

5.

MALL PLILZ,A AREA: A featu¡e area in front of the Parking
Structure intended as a focus zone for special events.

6. FREMONT STREET/LAS VEGAS

BOULEVÄRD

INTERSECTION: A primary node connecting the pedestrian mall
with the Srip; a focal point for significant icons. The portion of
the intersection contained within the administration a¡ea shall conform the criteria stipulated in the Design Outline Section.

A Special Use Zone, to accommodate dining or other dedicated uses, will be
established within the Pedesrian Mall Arlministration Area. Separate criteria
will be developed to define the permissible means of use and the related design
criteria for constn¡cted elements. The criteria will be issued as a supplement to
the initial Design Criteria Manrjal.

12

DISTRICT CRITERIA

DevsloBment Oistr¡cls
P¿dcsk¡¿r Ma[
Norlh \ Soulh D¡slricts

1.
2,

lt

I

Oesion Focus Areas
3. FrerrronUMairr Street tntersection
4. Fourth Strsel Corridof
5. Mall Plaza Aråa
6. F,erì!o0ULas Vdgas Boulcvatd lntcrsaclion
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The primary architectu¡al element of rhe Fremont street Experience is the
celestial vault. Nearly 1,400' in length and 100'in height to the apex, the vault
is the uniffing component that creates the "Foyer to the casinos." The vault
comprises a space frame stn¡cru¡e supported on pairs of steel colun¡rs. The
vault overlaps the adjacent buildings to achieve a sense of contai¡nent to the
pedestrian mall envi¡onment. The general profile of the vault, and the conrrol
rlimensions, are illutrated on the accompanying drawing

SECTION A-A
PEDESTRIAN MALL CROSS SECTION

CRITERIA SPECI FI CATIONS

The identification of several Development Disticts and Desig¡ Focus A¡eas has
previously been provided in the DISTRICT czuTERI-A secrion. The specific
criteria for desigu of irnprovements as applicable to the Disticts and A¡eas are
outlined in this Section. Design proposals for new consüuction shall conform

to the objectives and requirements stipulated herein, except that an applicant
may, for good cause, request a w¿iver thereof. Refer to the accompanying Site
Plan and Street Sections for the location aud profi.le of each District or A¡ea.

1.

PEDESTRIAN tvlALL

:

The primary district of archite*ural

importance in the downtown core.

A.

Facades, Height: New construction shall extend to a
height of not less than 40' above grade for the full
frontage of the improvement.

B. Facades,

Openings: New frontage shall contain enEance
openings or transparent wall surfaces for a frontage
length of not less than 15% for g¡ming ¿¡d s¡¡srtainmss¡
facilities, and 80% for retail and other facilities. The

transparent surface above the bulkhead extending
vertically to the elevation of the adjacent i¡terior ceiling
or exterior soffit, which ever is lower. Where transparent
wall surfaces do not extend to the floor plane, a bulkhead
of not more than 2'in height shall be provided.

C.

Facades, Character: Facades shall have articulated,
architectural surfaces. Offsets in wall planes are
encouraged to achieve a three dimensiooal character.
Display panels may be incorporated into the facade
design and may be credited to the percentage requirement

for Fansparent wall surface5. lllrmin¿¡ion elements shall

be incorporated into

D.

facades to provide visual accents.

Facades, Materials: Quality materials shall be used in the

facades to accentuate a th¡ee dimensional character,
including, but not limited to: natual stones; ceramic tile;
architectural precast concrete; architectu¡al metals; and

.

glass. Use of imitation or simulated products, plastic
laminate, wood, and sheet metal is discourage¿ an¿ øU
oniy be approved upon specific request.

E.

16

Soffits (Horizontal Surface above Mall V/alkways and
Entrances): Quality materials shall be used, consistent
with those required for Facades. Soffits, signage,
banners, and similar elements shall have a clear height
above.grade of not less than 8'. hojections below the 8,
elevation will only be approved upon specific request to
the FSELLC. Soffits shall be a¡.ticulated by means of

coffers, borders, or similar devices to be visually
interesting. Illumination elements shall be incorporated
into soffits to highlight the surface forms.

DESIGN CRITERIA OUTLINE

F. Fascias (Vertical Surface s¡¡s¡ding from the Soffrt line to
the top of the Facade Parapet): Quality materials shall be
used, consistert with those required for Facades. Highly
articulated and three dimensional fascias are encouraged.
The inclusion of elaborate graphic and illumination tech-

niques, including icon type forms, is encouraged as part
of the fascia design. Fascia illumination shall be capable
of being nrned off by the FSELLC show control system
during periods of FSELLC entertainment or promotions
events. The necessary electrical control interface and
installation shall be provided by the applicant at its sole
expense, and shall be fully coordinated with FSELLC
requirements.

G. Mall Surfacing: Refer to "PEDESTRIAN MALL
PAVING MATERIALS" Secrion for acceptable
surfacing techniques within the "Designed Area', adjacent
to the property frontage.

H.

Signage or Graphics: Signage and graphics shall be
included as a component of the facade design. Refer to

the "SIGNAGE OR GRAPHICS" Section for specific
requirements.

i.

J.

Existing Features: Retention of prominent features, such
as icon signs and elaborate neon compositions, is
encouraged. Permanent removal of such features shall
not be implemented as part of any improvements to
facades without prior consultation with the FSELLC.
Refer to the "FACADE ELEVATION" drawing on page
46 for a graphic representation ofthe stipulated criteria.

NORIIVSOUIII DISTRICTS: The intersecting

streers

u'âñs-

verse to the Pedestian Mall. A¡chitectural character of new constuction shall be consistent with that occurring on the pedestrian
Mall, and the following:

A. Facades, Height: Where a facade is an extension of a
primary facade along the Pedestian Mall, the facade shall
extend to a height

ofnot

horizontal distance

ofat

17

less than 40'above grade for a
least l5'perpendicular to the

property line at the edge of the Pedest¡ian Mall.

Continuation of the 40'height for the balance of any new
facade length is encouraged.
B.

Facades, Openings: Comply with the requirements
Paragraph

of

l.B above.

DESIGN CRITERIA OUTLINE

Facades, Character: Facades shall be consistent in
architecrural character with facades occurring on the
Pedestrian Mall. Comply with the requirements of

C.

Paragraph l.C above.
Facades, Materials: Materials shall be consistent with
those used on the facades occurring on the Pedestrian

D.

Mall.

Comply with the requirements of Paragraph l.D

above.

E.

Soffits: Extend the architecrural character of soffits
occurring on the Pedestrian

Mall.

Comply with the

requirements of Paragaph l.E above.

F.

Fascias: Extend the architectu¡al character of fascias
occurring on the Pedestrian Mall. Comply with the
requirements of Paragraph l.F above. Facade ilt,rmin¿tion occr¡rring
'¡/ithin 15'of the property line at the edge
of the Pedestrian Mall shall be capable of being turned
offas required for the primary Fascia.

G. Mall Surfacing:

Provide surfacing materials consistenr

with those used in the Pedestrian Mall. Refer to
"PEDESTRIAN MALL PAVING MATERIALS"
Section for acceptable surfacing techniques. Comply
with the requirements of Paragraph l.G above.

H.

Signage or Graphics: Exrension of signage or graphics to
the side fascias is encouraged. Comply with the requirements of Pamgraph l.H above.

I.

Existing Fe¿tures: Compty with the requiremenrs of
Paragraph

l.I

above.

J. , Refer to the "FACADE ELEVATION" drawing ou page
48 for a graphic representarion of the stipr:lated criteria.

FREMONT STREET/I{ÄTN STREET INTERSECTION:
Gateway entrance to the western end of The Fremont Steet
Experience; focus area defined by The Plaza, The Las Vegas Club,

18

and The Golden Gate Casino.

A.

In addition to complying with the criteria stipulated for
Development District 2, special emphasis on the use of
large scale, icon type elements is encouraged for the
building comers on the east side of Main Street and at the
centerline of Fremont Street on the west side. Intn¡sion
into the Air Righs Zone will be granted for a portion of
the fascia lengh west of the end of the Celestial Vault,
for the construction of thematic feaûues having substantial visual presence.

DESIGN CRITERIA OUTTI NE

B. Supplemental Illumination:

The inclusion of substantial
illumination methods is encouraged to enhance the
impact of any thematic features constructed in this area.
The illumination shall be capable of being turned off as
required for the primary Fascia. Refer to Paragraph l.F
above.

4.

FOURIII STREET CORRIDOk Primary vehicle approach route
to The Fremont Street Experience ftom the Srip area to the south;
access route to the Parking Structu¡e.

A.

Comply with the criteria stipulated for Development
Disrict l, and as modified below.

B.

Facades, Height: New construction shall extend to a
height of not less than 40' above grade for the full
frontage of the improvement along Fourth Steet.

c. Supplemental lllumination: The inclusion of substantial
illumination methods is encouraged to enhance the
imiact of any thematic features constructed in this area.
The illumination shall be capable of being tu¡ed off as
required for the primary Fascia. Refer to Paragraph l.F
above.

D.

Refer to the "FACADE ELEVATION" drawing on Page
50 for a graphic represenhrion ofthe stipulated criteria.

5.

MALL PLAZÀ, AREA: Feature area in front of the Parking
Seucnue; special events area.

A. Comply with the criteria stipulated for Development
District 2, and as modified below.

B.

-

The building line at the ground level of the Parking
Structure, at the center of the block, has been recessed. It
'is recommended that the building line on the north side of
the Pedestian Mall, at the ground level, miror the line on
the south to facilitate convenient circulation around the
special events area in the center of the Pedestian Mall.

Atî'

lY

FREMONT STREET/LAS VEGAS BOULEVARD
INÏERSECTION: Gateway entrance to the eastern end of The
Fremont Street Experíerce; prominent view corridor from the east
along Fremont Street.

A. In addition to complying with the criteria stipulated

for

Development District 2, special emphasis on the use of
large scale, icon type elements is encouraged for the
building corners. lntusion into the Air Rigba Zone will
be granted for the construction of thematic features
having substential visual presence.

DESIGN CRITERIA OUTLINE

B.

Facades, Height: New construction shall extend to a
height of not less than 40' above grade for the full
frontage of tbe improvemenr along Las Vegas Boulevard.

c. Supplemental lllrmin¿¡ieq: The inclusion of substantial
illumination methods is encouraged to enhance the
impact of any thematic feahues constn¡cted in this area.
Jþs illrmination shall be capable of being tumed off as
required for ttre primary Fascia. Refer to paragraph l.F
above

DESIGN CRITERIA OUTLINE

,,,,
,//

EUILDING FACADE

FREMONT STREET

-----

TENANT OR OWNER

PROPERTY LINE

Agreements have been executed between some of the prop€rry owners and the
City of Las Vegas to provide for an Ai¡ Rigbts Zone on the norttr and south
sides of the pedestian mall, ûom Main Steet to Las Vegas Boulevard. The
purpose of the zone is to permit the Celestial Vault to extend beyond the

properry lines defining the edge of Fremont Sceet. Consruction wirhin 1þ¿
zone is prohibited "nless approval is expressly graated by the Fremont Street

Experience Limi ted Liability Company.

The boundaries of the Air Righa Zone a¡e illusrated on the accompanfng
drawing. In geueral, the zone is an area beginning 40'above grade at the
property line, extending horizontally 18'as an encroachment into the property,
and terminating on a sloped line beginning 79'above grade.

AIR RIGHTS ZONE
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Location of Air Rights Zone

AIR RIGHTS ZONE

The ground plane is an integral component of the pedestrian environment. It is
conceived as one edge of a picrure frame containing the illuminated image of
The Fremont Street Experience. 'I\af edge is elaborated by surface treatrnent,
landscaping and amenities.
The design of the central ci¡culation path, defrned by a paving patrem and palm
Eee colonnades, focuses pedestian attention to the middle of the mall

width. It
is at this location that pedestrians will enjoy the most conrinuous ci¡culation
route, one which is unobstmcted and leisurely.

The mall zones outlying the central path are intended for special purposes.
These areas are useful as places of congregation, as retail cart or kiosk
locations, and as extension zones for the adjacent properties. In this laner
context, the surface treatment can be related to the character of the adjacent
properry.

A "Designed A¡ea"

has been established to define the acceptable extent of
special surface treatnent which can be included as part of adjacent building
improvements. The "Designed Area" varies by Block and is as delineated on
the "SITE PLAN" diagram on Page 25. Upon prior approval by the FSELLC,

an adjacent property may install a special surface trearment within the
"Designed Area," conforrring to the following criteria:

l.

2.

The surface Eeatment shall extend from either the building line or
from a defined border line adjacent to the building, ro the outer
line described on the Site Plan. Adjustments in the outer line
position may be made subject to the FSELLC's prior, express
approval.

The surface treatment shall be consistent in character, color,
texture, and thickness, and shall comply with the following:
A.

Surface applied unit paving materials: maximum thickness 3/8"; thin set installation method; coefücient of
tion not less that 0.6. Unit paving materials shall be

friclim-

ited to cerarnic, porcelain, or stone tile, and fi¡ed brick or
similar clay products.
B.

Textued concrete:

embossed, etched, or sandblasted surface; integral pigment or applied stain coloring; coefficient of friction not less that 0.6.

c. Monolithic resin,

surface applied coating: integral color
material compatible with concrete sub-base; coefficient
of friction not less tirat 0.6. Acceptable materials include

Poly-Carb and Silikal.

PEDESTRIAN MALL PAVING MATERIALS

D.

Special surfacing shall have a border Eeatment consistent

with the nature of selected material. Unit paving
materials shall have a three-course border orieuted tangent to the edge curve. Field paving may be orthogonal

or diagonal to the building line. Refer to

the

accompanþg "BORDER ILLUSTRATION" diagram on
Page27 for an acceptable solution
E.

Materials intended to be i¡stalled on top of the existing

mall paving shall be installed with a termination
corresponding to the accompanying "EDGE
TRANSITION DETAIL" diagram on Page 26. The
finished surface of the pavi.ng material at the Eansition
edge shall be flush with the adjacent mall surface. The
base to which the surface treatrnent is to be applied shall

be suitably roughened to facilitate an adequate bond
berween the base and the new EeaEnent material.
F.

Color of special treatrnent shall contrast from the gold
and silver used in the central serpentine of the pedesrian
mall.

G.

Prohibited materials include, but are not limited to
unfired clay products, wood, soft stones, carpet, rubber

mats,

vinyl sheet, plastics and other imitation or

simulated materials.
J.

Vy'here selected surface treatment is of sufficient thickness to
require the removal of a portion or of all the existing concrete
Mall surfacing, a new concrete base shall be provided having a
thickness matching the removed material. The new base shall be

reinforced in the same manner as was the removed material.
4.

than 140 lineal feet
of continuous frontagê, the applicadon of surface treaunent shall
be limited to the areas illustrated on the accompanying
"INDIVIDUAL PROPERTIES PLAN" on Page 28. Generally,
surface treatrnent shall be applied in the area of recessed entries
Sy'here an individual property comprises less

24

and at the corneni ofbuildings adjacent to sùeet intersections.

5.

The surface treatment shall be compatible with the FSELLC
maintenance methods and procedures.

6.

Where the s¡andard Pedestrian Mall paving is removed to
accommodate approved construction within the right-of-way,
removal shall extend to the nearest existing paving control or
expansion joint beyond the construction area. Replacement
paving shall match the adjacent, remaining paving in color,
textrue, pattem, and appearance.

PEDESTRIAN MALL PAVING MATERIAI-S
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INDIVIDUAL PROPERTIEs PLAN

Certain service alleys connect to the Administration A¡ea of The Fremont Streer
Experience. Because the mai¡tenance of a visually appealing envi¡onment is a
necessary arribute of the area, the alleys should be closed to view. To achieve
this objective, a gate system should be installed, conforming to the following
criteria. The required locations for the gates ¿ìre illustrated on the "AILEY
GATE tu\D SALES KIOSK" Plan on Page 31.

l.

The gates shall be a swing style, supported on cantilevered
columns installed at the outer boundary of the alley. Heavy duty,
bearing rype hinges shall be used on the jambs. When required by
the weight of the assembly, supporting wheels shall be provided on
the leading edge of each gate. A smooth running surface shall be
provided for the wheel path. The gates shall be capable of being

secured in the closed position. Securing system shall permit
convenient release for access by emergency personnel.

2.

The prefened design character for the gate system is illustrated in
the "ALLEY GATE ILLUSTRATION" Drawing on Page 30.

3.

The gates shall be of durable constnrction, capable of resisting
vehicle impact without opening. Tbe frame assembly and accent
components shall be consffucted of steel plate or rubing. All
metal shall have a painted finish.

4.

A signage panel shall be provided in the face area indicated. The
panel shall have a perimeter metal Êame with a sheet metal interior

field. The fìeld shall be fully backed with a weather resistant
material, such as exterior grade ply*'ood, to rigidize the field.
The alley paving surface shall be a concrete slab having the same
surface texnue and pattem as the standard Pedestian Mall paving.
The slab shall extend from the edge of the Pedestrian Mall to a
point behind the gates equal in dimension to ttre width of the gate
panel. The slab shall be graded to slope away from the Pedestian
lvfall a¡ea.

ALLEY GATES
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Provision has been made to include sales and information kiosks within the
Pedestrian Mall. The intended locations a¡e at the base of each Celestial Vault
column. Refer to the "ALLEY GATE AND SALES KIOSK" plan on page 31.
certain utilities have been installed at those locations in anticipation of kiosk
construction.

All kiosks are to have a unified design character consisting of a standardized
roof form. Specific uses and equipment means within the kiosk can vary from
location to location. However, any development must conform to the following
parameters:

l.

The kiosk roof form shall match that shown on the "SALES
KIOSK ELEVATION" drawings shown on Pages 35 through 37.
The footprint of the Kiosk shall not exceed the dimensions
indicated on the "SALES KIOSK PLAN" shown on Page 34.

2.

The construction of the roof form shall be attached to the Vault
column at one end and shall be supported from the ground by not
more than two slender columns at the open end. The roof fomt
shall be finished with a smooth material and have a standing seam

profile. The recommended finish material is integral color
fiberglass with gloss finish.

3.

' '
4.

Identification signage or graphics shall be installed on the fascia in
the area designated "Continuous Signage Panel." In addition, a
large, three-dimensional icon type element may be installed in the
area designated "Icon Envelope." All sigrage and graphics shall
be capable of being tumed off as required for Fascia illumination
: as described in the "DESIGN
OUTLINE" Section. Refer to the
"SIGNAGE OR GRAPHICS" Section for additional requirements.

fit out of the kiosk envelope shall be constructed of
du¡able materials. Equipment may be fixed or movable. lVhen
movable, equipment shall not be positioned outside of the
"Permissible Use Boundary" designated on the "SALES KIOSK
Equipment

PLAN."

5.

The design of the equipment

fit

out shall emphasize creative

display of merchandise or product, and incorporate thematic design
motiß. The use of nah¡ral grain woods with clear finish, stainless
steel, metals with gloss finish, and other durable materials with
bright colors is encouraged.

SALES KIOSKS

Design of kiosk shall incorporate a secure perimeter closure
system. When kiosk is not in use, the exterior appearance shall be
uniform in cha¡acter and ofa flush profile. Signage or graphics
will not be permitted on the closure system without the prior,
expressed approval of FSELLC.
7.

lntemal illumination shall be provided to highlight merchandise or
product display, and to provide for safe use. Where movable
equipment is positioned outside of the roof footpr¡int, illumination
shall be provided to adequately light the area i¡nmediately arouad
the equipment.

sAtES KTOSKS
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Fremont Street has been identified historically as a venue for spectacular
illuminated facades, and iconographic siguage and graphic forms. Iåe Fremont
Street Experience context is intended to reinforce the visual elaboration and
motion of the picture postcard image of the envi¡onment. This criteria is intended to foster originally in the design, use of form and color, animation, and
uncommon thematic character of signage or graphics within the FSELLC

Administration Area. Proposed designs shall conform with the following
requirements:

l.

Prominent signage or graphics shall be located on the lower edge
of the Fascia area, immediately above the Soffit line (refer to the
"FACADE SECTION" drawing on Page 44 for illusuation of the
facade area designations). Use of thematic and th¡ee dimensional
characters is encouraged in creation ofsignage or graphics.

2.

Large scale, iconographic elements are recommended at building
comers. Smaller scale sigrrage or graphic elements are encouraged
at the midpoint of the length of building facades. Additional
signage or graphics may be located elsewhere on the facade area to

supplement the primary locations (refer to the "FACADE
ELEVATION" drawing on Page 45 for illustration of the
recomrnended locations). Variations in the scale of signage or
graphics elements is encouraged.

3.

Signage or Graphics components shall be of permanent and
substantial construction. Reflective surfacing and compositions
individually formed letters forms, or symbols are encouraged.

of

4.

Signage or Graphics shall be illuminated and shall be capable of
being turned off as required for Fascia illumination as described in
.the "DESIGN OUTLINE" Section.

5.

The following examples of signage or graphics are permitted:
Neon used creatively and decoratively

Patterns composed of individual illumination
elements

Dimensional letters of solid material
Dimensional, illuminated halo or backlit letters
Electronic, reader board type panels for program
mable messages and animation

Formed, iconographic elements incorporating
th¡ee-dimensional character, illumination, and
visual animation

Decorative, sculptural blade or banner signage or
graphics

SIGNAGE OR GRAPH¡C5

6.

The following examples of signage or graphics are prohibited:

Internally illuminated can or box signs, except
when the can or box is incorporated into the
surrounding finishes

Vacuum formed luminous or injection molded
plastic leners or sign faces
Signs having painted graphics or lettering
Flat, painted blade signage or graphics
Non-illuminated signage or graphics
Componenß having detachable letters or symbols

Non-permanent signage or graphics positioned

within the Pedestrian Mall area except

as

expressly approved by FSELLC
7.

Miscellaneous hardware, and electrical components and gear shall

not be visible from the Pedestrian Mall area.

All

supporting

structures shall be attached to the building and shall be concealed

within the signage or graphic form. Construction of signage or
graphics components shall not be permitted within the Pedestrian
Mall right-of-way unless expressly approved by FSELLC.

The use of audible sounds, flashing illumination, or moving
components in conjunction with signage or graphics shall not
conflict with FSELLC entenainment or promotion events.
9.

Signage or graphic elements shall be included in the documents
submined for FSELLC review as required in the "SUBMITTAL
REQUIREMENTS " Section.

to: In addition to complying with the review process stipulated in this
'criteria, any party proposingto alter existing signs or installs new
sigas must obtain a permit to do so from the city of Las Vegas.
Such party is solely responsible for satisfying the city's review
and permitting process.

41
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SIGNAGE OR GRAPHICS

SEeet Level Signage rvill be required to provide specific pedestrian di¡ectional
information, and to facilitate the inclusion of a banner system for events

promotion and other notification needs. The design of the signage system must
be complimentary to the overall context of The Fremont Street Experience. For
that purpose, a pole system has been designed for use where directional or
events information is required.
The design ofthe pole system shall conform to the character illustrated on the
"STREET LEVEL SIGNAGE" Drawing on Page 43, and with the following
requkements:

l.

The pole assembly shall be constn¡cted of steel tubing and plate.
Horizontal arms shall be provided to contain changeable banners.
Metal finish shall be paint except *'here accents of polished
ch¡ome are indicated.

2.

A

concrete foundation pier shall be provided to support the pole.
lVhere the pole is installed after completion of the standard
Pedestrian Mall paving, a round, core drilled hole shall be cut in
the paving slab. The foundation pier shall be formed by augering a

hole in the earth. The pier and pole shall be designed to
permanently resist displacement or destruction of the assembly.
Conflicts with below grade utilities shall be determined prior to
augering the foundation pier.

In addition to banners on free standing poles, other banners may be installed
adjacent to the 16 Vault Columns. The banner support system may utilize the
horizontal cables which stabilize the speaker clusters, and may have other
stabilizing me,chanisms as required. The design of individual banners and
support systems shall be approved by the FSELLC prior to installation. Refer to
the procedures'stipulated in the "SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS" Section.
Installation of banners or otherelements which interfere with FSELLC
maintenance procedures is

stictly prohibited.

STREET LEVET SIGNAGE
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Any person proposing to make nerv e.rterior building improvements to property
rvhich adjoins and faces the Pedestrian Mall is required to submit to the
FSELLC documents rvhich illusrate the intended consrucrion ancr compriance
with the criteria dehned in this document. The subminal and its approval are to
be completed prior to the issuance by the City of Las Vegas of a building
pennit. encroachment permit. sign permit or orher like permit or approval.

SUBMITTAT AND COMPLIANCE REQUIR.EMENTS

